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1. Introduction 
Let W be the Markwald-Spector [ 10] set of GiSdel numbers for recur. 
sive well-ordering relations; for each recursive ordinal e, let W(a) denote 
the set of Gbdel numbers for recursive well-orderings of order type <a. 
The purpose of this paper is to give an exact classification of the many-  
one degrees of the sets W(a) for all a < ~0'. 
The degrees of the sets W(a) for w < a < ~ were investigated by 
Kreisel, Shoenfield, and Wang [4], who came to the following conclu- 
sions about the place of the sets W(o) in the arithmetic hierarchy: Let 
a k denote the many-one degree (m-degree) of the complete II ° set, e k 
that of the complete ~0 set (for k >/1) and deg m W(a) the m-degree of 
W(t~). Then 
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deg m W(co n) = e2n, 
and, for n >/ 1, 
fo rn> 1, 
deg m W(a) = a2,)+ I ' for co n < a < w n- 2 , 
a2n+l < deg m W(a) < a2n+2 ,} 
e2n+l < deg m W(a) < e2n+2 ,) 
for t~'*. 2 ~ ~ < w n + 1. 
Two questions were left open in [4] : 
(i) the ordering relation between the m-degrees of the sets It(a), I4I(3 )
for wn.2  ~< t~ < r< wn'~l; 
(ii) the possibility of  expressing deg m W(a) for to n. 2 <~ a < ~n+l in 
terms ofa2n+) and e2n+l by means of simple operations. 
The first question was answered by Liu in t5, 61. By use o~a priority 
argument, he obtained the following results: For n > 0, 
a2n+ 1 = degm W(6°n + 1 ) = deg m W(0t), for con < ~ < co,,. 2 ,  
< deg m W(6o n. 2) < deg m W(w n. 2 + 1) 
= deg m W(t~) , for w n. 2 < a < w n. 3 , 
< deg m 1¢(~ n .3) < ... < deg m W(~ n+l) = ezn+2 . 
fin this paper we answer question (ii) by showing that for co n < a < w n+l 
the sets l+'(a) are complete at the various levels of the difference hierarchy 
generated by ~ae ~0 and 0 2,;+: n2n+l sets; this will enable us to express 
deg m W(o) in terms ofazn+1 and e2n+l by simple operations. The results 
of Liu [6] then follows a- an immediate consequence of the ordering 
relations among these comb lete m-degrees. 
A test of the usefulness oI the difference hierarchy as a refinement of 
the arithme.ti.c hierarchy is the possibility of precise classification of sets 
arising naturally in recursion theory. Eviaence of  such usefulness was 
pre,;ented in [2] and [3] ; the resuRs of this paper can be viewed as addi- 
tioraal evidence in this direction. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the differ- 
ence hierarchy and the related operatioos on m-degrees. Section 3 dis- 
cusses the relation between the classificaL:on problems for the sets W(a) 
(indices t'or recursive well orderings) and the sets W,(o~) of  indices for 
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recursively enumerable well orderings; the main classification theorem 
is stated in that section, and it is shown that the cla,ssification is nicer 
for the sets I¢,(r,), Section 4 contains lemmas about linear orderings 
needed for the proof, including a !emma "inverse" to [4, Lemma 4]. 
Section 5 contains the proofs of the classification scheme for a < 60. 
in Section 6 tile upper bounds for the classification when ~ < a < w~ 
are derived. In Section 7 these are shown to be lower bounds as well. 
The last section is an appendix containing the proofs of two lemmas 
stated earlier. 
The reader will find this paper self-contained, with the exception of 
proofs of some basic facts about the difference hierarchy [2] and of 
[4, Lemma 4]. The ba~,: recursion theory which is presupposed can be 
found in [9]. 
2. The difference hierarchy 
Difference hierarchies in a general setting were introduced by Addi- 
son in [ 1 ]. The special case of a difference hierarchy generated by the 
recursively enumerable sets was introduced independently b Ershov in 
[ 2 ] ; he showed that the resulting hierarchy satisfies all the usual 
recursion-theoretic properties. Relativization then y,.'elds an immediate 
generalization of these results to the higher levels of the arithmetic 
hierarchy. 
The basic recursibn-theoretic notation is from [9 ]. "Set" a~ways 
means "set of natural numbers"; ~o,s and II°m 's refer to the levels of  
the arithmetic hierarchy (relativized to a set B) of sets of natural num- 
bers; and <m' =-m' < 1' = are used as usual to denote many-one  and 
one-one reducibility and equivalence. 
Definition 2,1. Let q~ be any countable collection of sets, k > 0. Then 
(i) X ~ ~k (q~) iff there exist sets R 1 ..... R k ~ 9g such that 
| (k+ 1)/2] 
X = I J  /~ '2 i -1  - R2i where  Rk+ 1 = ~ • 
i=1 " ' 
(ii) XE q)k(r~) i f f~  ~ q)k(ge). 
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Definition 2.2. Let B be any set. I fm,  k > 0 andC~ is the collection of  
s -  Simi- Y~,%,a sets, C-Dk (9~) will be denoted by Z,sn,k and ~k-(c~ ) by Z,,,.k" 
lady, 
rI,B.,  =  k(rI°. ,R) r f f -  = , q7 °,R) m, k ~ 'k  '~ trl ' 
Proposition 2.3. For all m, k > O, 
B B ( fk  is even, (i) l'lm, k = ~m,k 
B B- i f k i sodd .  I lm, k = Xm, k 
B i f f there exist o,s R k such that (ii) X ~ Hm, k II m ~ets R l . . . . .  
[(k+l )/21 
R1 ._-9 ... ~ Rk ,  X = O R2 i_ l  -- R2i  
i=1 
where Rk+ 1 = O. 
Proof. By [ 1 Theorems 2.11, "~ 13 ]. (The only property of [I n sets 
being used here is closure under union and intersection.) [] 
a fi~r m,  k > 0 Proposition 2.4. Let B be any set. Then the classes Zm, k 
saris j), the ]ollowing: 
q B-  B .-~ B 
(i) ]~,n.k- ]~,n,k ¢ O, E,n.k -- ~,n.k ¢ 0; 
(ii) t~ B-  ~ B ~B-  . 
~;r.,k U ~m,k  ]~m,k+l f') n,.k+l 
B such th~.tt (iii) there is e set Em, k E Zm.i. 
Xe  ~ ~X"  Ea ~m,k  ~m re,k" 
Proof. For m = I and B recursive, this was proved in [ 2]. The same proof, 
relativized to an arbitrary set B, gives the resut~ t'or m = I and all sets B. 
The resul't then follows l,~r m > 1 by the fact that 
]~nB = ~B (m-l )  B = 5",B (m- l )  
--1 , hence ~ m.k ~"I,k ' 
where B (m-l) denotes the m - 1 th jump of B. [] 
Proposition 2.5. Let B be any vet. Then the classes II s ]br m, k > 0 m, k 
sa tisf~, the/bl lowing properties: 
(i) II -s B -  a -  a m,k -- l'Im,k --/: O, l]m, ~. - rim. k ¢ O; 
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(ii) B I1 ° ca FI B- • ri ,, u 
B such that (iii) ;here is a set Pm, k ~ ]'Im, k 
r c n ,k =, x <,. 
Pr~Jof. By Propositions 2,4 and 2.3(i). 121 
The sets which are relevant o the sequel are the II~, k sets when B is 
recursive (in which case we suppress the A'). For these sets we note the 
following consequence of Proposition 2.5. 
Proposition 2.6. For all n,,k > O~ 
(i) there is a rim,k set Pm,g of  highest m-degree; 
(ii) degmPm, ~< deg m Prn,k~, l" 
Proof. Pm, k exists by Pro!:ositiot, 2.5 (iii). By Proposition 2.5 (ii), 
Pm,k ~ IIm,k+l' hence Pm,~ <,n P,n,,~+l by 2.5(iii); if also Pro.k+ 1 <m Pm,k' 
then by 2.5(iii) again, 
XE rim,k+l ~ X<m Pm,k+l ~ X<m Pm, k ~ XE  l-Ira, k , 
so that IIm,k+ I ~ IIm,k, which contradicts 2.5 (ii). So Pm, k <m Pm, k+l' 
which proves (ii). [] 
We note in passing that all sets under conside,-ation are index sets, and 
hence cylinders [9],  so that <ra is equivalept to ~<i, and m-degrees are 
in fact 1-degrees (hence isomorphism type',). Since we sha;! not need 
this fact, we retain the "degm" terminology of [4]. 
The maximum m-degrees of II2n+l,k setz are precisely the m-degrees 
relevant o the sets W(a). It will be convenient to have a n~ore descrip- 
five notation for both the Ilra, k sets and their many-one  degrees, in 
terms of the defining formulas of the sets. We introduce this as follows: 
Definition 2.7. Let p t> 1. 
(i) A set X is said to be in (Em ^  A m) .p form if there are Z0m formulas 
o I (a), 0 2 (a), ..., op (a) and rl ° formulas rr I (a), ~r z(a), ..., 7rp (a) such that 
P 
a ~ X ,=~ V (oi(a) ^  rci(a)). 
i=i 
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(ii) A set X is said to be in (Em A A m) "p v A m form if there are Z ° 
formulas a (a), o2(a) ..... op(a) and/I° n formulas rr0(a), lr I (a) .... , n'p(a) 
such that 
P 
a E X ,=, rro (a) v V (ai(a) A ~ri(a)). 
i=1 
For consistency with this notation we shall say tha~ a II~ (resp. X° m) 
set is in A m (resp. E m ) form. 
The relation between the sets defined above al~d the ~lifference hier- 
archy is given in the following: 
Proposition 2.8. For m,p >~ 1, 
(i) X is in (Em A Am) "p v A m /brtn i f f  X ~ l'Im,2p+l ; 
(ii) X is in (Em ^  A m) .p form ~Jf X E Hm,2p. 
Proof. ( i )X~ Hm.2p+i iff there are II~°~ setsR l . R 2 . . . . .  R2p+l such that 
X=(i=U1 R2i -1 -R2 i )  kJ R2p+ 1 • 
The result now follows if for each i <~ p, 7ri(a) is a Fl,°n formula defining 
R2i_ 1 , oi(a) a ~° n formula defining R2i, and rr0(a) a 11° formula defi,ing 
R2p+l. Similarly for (ii). [] 
We now .~anLto introduce a similarly descriptive notation lbr the 
m-degrees of Proposition 2.6. We first define some operations on m- 
degrees, as follows: 
Proposition 2.9. Let a, b be any m-degrees. Then 
(i) there is an m-degree (denoted by a ^  b) which is maximum ybr sets 
A o n B o where 
deg mA 0~<a, deg mB 0< b; 
(ii) there is an m-degree (denoted by a v b) which is maximum for sets 
A o u B o where 
deg mA 0 < a, deg mB 0 ~< b.  
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Proof Choose arbitrary sets A, 1t of m-degree a, b respectively. Then 
A XN=-m A, and NXB ------m B, and ifA 0 <m A via fand  B 0 ~<,n B via g', 
then 
while 
x~AonB o ~ f (x )EA^g(x)EB 
~* (f(x),g(x)>~ (A ×N) n (NXB) 
xEAoUB 0 ~* f (x )EAvg(x~ EB 
'=" ( f tx ) ,g(x) )E  (/1XN) u (NXB) .  
H,~nce deg m ((A xN) n (N×B))  = degr, (A ;<B) satisfies (i) and 
deg m ((A X N) u (NX B)) = deg m (A-X 21 ~)- satisfies (ii). I'-1 
The properties of  ^ , and v as operat ons on m-degrees are not within 
the scope of this paper. We merely emphasize that they do not behave 
like infs and sups, and do not satisfy a I the familiar Boolean laws. They 
are introduced here primarily for nota :iona! parposes. It is useful to 
note the fact that ^  and v are commutative and associative; this is an easy 
consequence of the definitions and the corresponding: properties of n 
and u.  We now introduce a notation for iterating these operations: 
Definition 2.10. Let a be any m-degree. For all p 1> 1, a.p and a p are 
defined inductively by 
(i) a.1 =a l=a; 
(ii) a . (p  + 1) = (a .p)  va; 
(iii) a p+ I = (a p)  A a. 
These considerations allow us to use Proposition 2.8 to obtain a more 
precise version of Proposition 2.6, as follows: 
Proposition 2.11. For m >1 1, let a m, e m denote the m-degrees o f  the 
complete Horn and ~.,0 sets, respectively. Then i f  p >1 1, 
(i) (em ^  am). p is the maximum m-degree for (E m ^  Am). p sets; 
(ii) (em ^  am).p v a m is the maximum m-degree for (Em ^  Am) .p v ~4 m 
sets; 
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(iii) e m ,a m < e m ^ a  m < (e m^ a m) va  m 
< (em ^ a  m) .2  < .., < (em ^ a  m) .p  
< (em ^  a m) .p  v a m < (em ^ am) , (p + l ) 
< (em ^ a  m) ' (p  + 1) vam < .... 
Proof. (i) and (it) are easily proved by induction from the definitions 
involved. It then follows from Proposition 2.8 that for all p .>- 1, 
(em ^  am).  p and (em ^  am).  p v a m are maximum m-degrees for llm.2p 
and IIm,2p+l sets respectively, tiii) then follows from Proposition 2.6(ii). 
We conclude this section with some technical results concerning the 
difference hierarchy which will be needed later. 
F Definition 2.12. (i) A set X is said to be in (E m v Am)P A ( "in ^  Am) 
form if there exist I~°, formulas ol(a) .. . . .  op+~(a) and II~ formulas 
rr I (a) .... ,7rp+ l (a) such that 
P 
aEX ~ Op+l(a) A rrp+l(a) A A (o i (a)vr r i (a ) ) .  
i=l 
(ii) A set X is said to be in (Em v Am)P A A m form if there exist Z ° .ql 
formulas o1 (a)~ ..., ap(a) and H° 7 formulas rtl(a) ..... rrp+ l (a) such that 
P 
a E X '=~ rr,,,+l(a) A A (oi(a) v rfi(a)) . 
i=1 
Proposition 2.13. (i) I f  p >1 2, ever)' set in (E 3 A A 3) .p ]brm is also in 
(E 3 v A3)P - I  A (E 3 A A3) form.  
( i t ) / fp  ~ 1, every set in (E 3 A A3). p V A 3 fo rm it also in (E3v A3)P  ^  A 3 
form. 
Proof. (i) Assume X is an (E 3 A A 3) -p set. By Proposition 2.8 (it), 
X ~ IIm,2p ; so by Proposition 2.3 (it), there exists l-ln°z sets R l ..... R2t ~ 
such that 
RID R2 D_ ... D R2p, 
P 
X = g R2i_ l -R2 i .  i=1 
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For each i ~ p, let 7ri(a) be a H~, tormula defining Rzi_ l  and let oi(a) be 
a Z~ formula defining R2i. Then 
k 
a E X '~" V (fti(a) A oi(a)) . 
&'l 
Since R2p c_C_ R2p_ 1 c . .  c R i ,  the following chain of  implications must 
hold: 
q% (a) ~ Try(a) =, "q%_l(a)  ~ 7rt,_ l (a) = ... 
-lo2(a) ~ lr2 (a) ~ -701 (a) ~ ¢r I (a) .  
Hence for each a, (ii ni(a)) is az~ initial segment of  { 1,2 ... . .  p ) and 
(il ai(a)} is a final segment of  { 1,2 .... , p}. Then if {il ~ri(a) A oi(a)) is 
non-empty,  it clearly lbl lows that lr I (a) A Ctp(a); if in addit ion 
-loj(a) ^  7~. . 1 (a) held for some j < p, then {i I rri(a) ) ~ { 1,2,..., j } 
while (il oi(a)) c {j + 1 ..... p }, so that {il ~i(a) A oi(a)) = 0. So 
p p - I  
V (lri(a) A oi(a)) ~ rr I (a) A Op(a) A A (oj(a) V/rj+ 1 (a) ) .  
i=l /=1 
For the converse, assume 
p-1  
7r!fa) ^  op(a) ^  A 
j=l 
(o/(a) v lr/. l (a)) . 
Let {ilni(a)} = {1,2 .... ,r} and {iloi(a)) = is, s+l ,  . . . ,p )where  1 <~ r, 
s <~ p. S~2ppose r < s; then r < p, 7 or(a) holds and, since r < r + 1, 
--lrrr+ l (a) also holds. But this contradicts 
p- !  
A (o/(a) v ~i÷I (a ) ) .  
f=l 
So r >1 s and hi(a) A oi(a) holds for i = r; hence 
P 
aEX ~ V (rri(a) A oi(a)) 
i=1 
p-1 
~=~ lr l (a)^ or (a)^ A (o/ (a)v r r / . l (a ) ) ,  
/--i 
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which proves thatX  is in (E 3 v A3)P - I  A(E 3 A A 3) form. A similar argu- 
ment can be used to prove (ii). [] 
3. The sets W and W, 
While the classification problems of [41 were restricted to sets of 
G~Sdel numbers of recursive well-orderings, we shall also concern our- 
selves with the classification problem of sets of G~Sdel numbers of  recur- 
sively enumerable well-orderings. In this section we discuss the relations 
between these two classification problems. 
In the following, (x, y) denotes a standard recursive pairing function: 
N 2 = N; (~e)e~0 is a standard enumeration of a!l 1-place partial recur- 
sire functions; ee (x,y) and ¢e(X,y, z) will be used to denote ee((X, y)) 
and q~e (((x,y), z)) respectively; { W e ;'e > 0 is a stand ard enumeration of all 
recursively enumerable sets; and WSe denotes that part of W e which has 
been enumerated in the first s stages of a fixed rectlrsive numeration of 
We;we assume that the sets W~ satisfy (i) W°e = 0, and (ii) W s+l-e WSe 
contains at most one element. 
We first define the set ~¢ of GtSdel numbers of recursive well-orderings, 
as in [ 10] : 
Definition 3.1. For any partial recursive flmction q~e' let 
S e = ( (x ,y )  l q~e(X,Y) = O} . 
Then 
(i) L = {e I ~b e is total and S e is a linear ordering relation }; 
(ii) W = (e I Oe is total and S e is a well-ordering relation), 
(iii) i fe ~ L, then lel = the order type of Se; 
(iv) if¢~ is a recursive ordinal (i.e., a = te'[ for some e' E W), 
W(cx) = {e I e~ W, iel < a}. 
This definition, due to Spector, is a minor modification of that of 
Markwald [8] whose definitions can be obtained from tile above by 
replacing Se by R e = {<x,y) I (3z) (¢~e(X,y, =) = 0)}. If the resulting sets 
are denoted by L M , W M , WM(~), Spector showed in [ I0] that L M - L, 
W M -- W ~tnd indeed WM(a)-- W(a) for each recursive ordinal 0~. The 
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orderings defined by Markwald are of course recursively enumerable 
(r.e.~ rather than recursive; but the sets L M and lCra do not correspond 
to the most natural indexing of recursively enumerable ordering relations, 
since there is no reason to require the function ~e to be total, Removing 
this restriction suggests the following definition (given, e.g., in [4] ). 
Definition 3.2. Let 
(i) X<e y "~" (x ,y )  E W e , 
x <e Y '~ x <e y and x :/= y; 
(ii) L ,  = {e I --c e is a linear ordering }; 
(iii) W, = {e I <e is a well ordering }; 
(iv) i feE  L , ,  let, = the order type Of<e; 
(v) i fa  is an r.e. ordinal (i.e., ~ = ie't for e' E W,), W,(a) = [e I e ~ W, 
and [el, < e }. 
It is a well-known fact that the same ordinals are represented by 
indices in W and W,, and that h,' ~ PC,. It will be seen below that the 
classification problems for the sets It(a) and l¢,(a) are not identical, as 
the sets are not i.~omorphic for all a. The following two propositions 
deal with the relation between the many-one  degrees of these two 
c!asses of sets: 
Proposition 3.3. There is a recursive function r such that 
( i )e~L ,  ~ r(e)~ L; 
(ii) e E W, ~ r(e) E W; and in that casc, 
(lid lel, = Ir(e)l. 
Proof. This was shown in [4] by an argument based on [ 10]. We include 
a proof for completeness. Define a recursive function ge(S) (which attempts 
to enumerate the field of ~<e in a 1-1 fashion) as follows: 
x+l  i f (x ,x)  EW~ +I -W~,  
ge(S) = 0 otherwise. 
Define a partial recursive function ~(e,x,y)  as follows: If there exists 
u #~ v such that <u,v)~ W x and (o,u)~ WXe, leave O(e,x,y) undefined. 
Otherwise, compute ge(X) and ge(Y). If either value is 0, let O(e,x,y) = 1. 
If both values are >0, let x' = ge(X) - 1, y' =gi0 ' )  - 1. If  (x',y') ~ W e 
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and (y',x')q~ W e , leave ~(e,x,y)  undefined, Otherwise, let s~ be th~ least 
s such that <x',yb ~ WSe or (y',x'> ~ Ws e, and let 
~(e ,x ,y )={O i f (x ' ,y ' )~.  WSe o, 
1 i f<y',x')E W~ o. 
Then there is a recursive function r such that ~k(e,x,y) = Or(e)' v,y). It is 
easily verified that e ~ L ,  ~ r(e) E L and lel, = Ir(e)l, while e ~ L ,  =' Cr(e) 
is either not total or {(x,y)  I q~r(e)(X.y) = 0 } is not a linear ordering. S¢, 
e ~ W,(eO "~ r(e) ~ W(a). [] 
Proposition 3.4. For every a >I co + 1, l~,(a) =-m W(Ot). 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.3 that W,(a) <m W(a) for all e; 
hence it suffices to show that W(a)~m W,(~) i fa  I> 60 + 1. The proof 
of this fact 1~ postponed until the appendix. 
It will be seen in Section 5 that for 0 < a ~< w the sets W,(a) and 
W(~) are not recursivcly isomorphic, and that the many-one  degrees of 
the sets lg.(a) in fact yield a nicer classification scheme than those of  
the sets W(a) do. We tabuk'te these classifications in the following 
theorem. 
Main Theorem. Lef p,p ~> I 77w classification scheme in Table 1 then 
holds. 
Table t 
0 deg m 0 
l~a<to  al  
OAH ~ tl 
ton+ 1 <- a < wn.2 a2n+l 
~n.(p  + I) (e2n+ 1^ a2n+l) 'P  
~n" (P+ 1) + 1 ~<o:< con'(p+ 2) e2n+laa2n+l) .PVa2n+l 
deg m W,iaI dog m IV(a) 
dog m 0 
a2 
{e2^a2 i fn=l  
e2n i fn>l  
a2n+l 
(e2n+l ^ a2n+l )'P 
(e2n+ I A a2n+ t )'t: V a2n+ I 
It is apparent that a tidier scheme is obtained for the sets W,(a) than 
for the sets W(a ~, when a ~< w. (The case W(w n) for n = 1 was in fact 
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explicitly excluded as pathological in [41 .) This result, together with the 
fact that many constructions of orderings lead to orderings which ~re 
intrinsically recursively enumerable rather than recursive (see, e.g., the 
proof of Lemma 4.3), suggests that I¢, is perhaps a more natural object 
than h:. 
The proof of the ~,~ain Tlaeorem begins in Section 5, and takes up 
most of the remaining sections. Section 4 contains ome lemmas which 
are needed for the proof; the reader may wish to skip this section, and 
to refer back to it as needed. 
4, Seme lemmas about recursively enumerable orderings 
In this section we prove some lemmas about orderings indexed by 
elements of L ,  or h/,. We observe that all the results can be relativized 
to a set A (or a predicate P). The relativized notion,,;, denoted by L A 
hA,, lelA., etc., are obtained by replacing ~e and W e by ~e and I4/: in the 
original definitions, in the reiativized versions of the lemmas, the recur- 
sire functions whose existence is asserted remain (absolutely) recursive, 
by the uniformities in the proof. With some modifications in the proofs, 
all the results of this section can also be obtained for L and W. 
Lemma 4.1. There are recursive functions (e,x), p(e,x) and b(e,x 1 , x 2) 
such that 
(21,22)E Ws(e,x) ~ g 1 -'~e 22 A X (e  21; 
(ZI'Z2)E Wpte,x) ¢~ Z! <'~e 22 A 22 <e X; 
(Z1'22)~ Wb(e,xl,x2) ¢~" 21 ~'~e 22 A X 1 <(e Z1 A Z 2 <e X2" 
Proof. Clear. ~7 
Intuitively, when W e is a linear ordering, I+' is that part of 1t: s(e,x ) e 
which succeeds x, iYp(e,x) is that part of W e which precedes x, and when 
XI '<e X2' lt/b(e,xl,x2) is that part.of I4/e which lies between x I and x 2 . 
Lemma 4.2. There is a recursive function o(e) such that 
(i) e~ PC, i f fo (e )~ W,; 
(ii) i re E W,. then io(e)i, = te l ,+l .  
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Proof. Define We(e) by the following instructions: Put (0, 0) into Woie). 
Then enumerate W e ; whenever <x,y) appears in W e, put (x+ 1, y+ I), 
(x+l ,  0> and (y+l ,  0> into Wo(e). It is easily verified that o has the 
required properties. [] 
I.emma 4.3. There is a recursive function ,r(e) such that 
(i) e e W, i f frr(e)~ W,; 
(ii) i f  e E W,, then 
l lrr(e)l + 1 i f  e ts a successor ordinal, represen 
lel. = I Irt(e)l ** otherwise. 
Proof. Define W(e) by the following instructions: Enumerate W e ; when- 
ever pairs (x,y) and (y, z> with y ¢ z have appeared in W,, put <x, )') into 
W(e). It is easily verified that 7r has the required properties. [] 
In the sequel we shall make use of a key lemma of [a] which says 
that one can effectively pass from a given well-ordering recursive in a 
predicate of form (:Ix) (Vy) (Q(x,y,z)) or ('¢x) (Zly) (Q(x, y, z)) to a 
well-ordering recursive in (2 at the expense of multiplying by at most w. 
More specifically, in our terminology, the following is proved in [4]. 
Lemma 4.4 [4, Lemma 4]. There is a recursive ftmction ~ such that il" 
P(z ) is a predicate qf  lbrm (3x ) (Vy) (Q(x, ),, z ) ) or (Vx) (3y) ( Q(x,y,z )), 
then ]'or each e ~ N, 
(i) i re E L e, then ~(e) ~ LQ. ; 
(ii) e ~ W e if]" ~(e) ~ W~; 
(iii) (fe ~ W e, then lg(e)l, 0 ~< w.(1 +ief,).  [] 
We note that L P and W 1' can be rep!aced by L~ and WP, in (i)- (iii), by 
applying the reduction function r of Proposition 3.3. Moreover, by a 
slight modification of the proof  of [4, Lemma 4] it is possible to arrange 
matters o that if e ~ W P then I~(e)t. 0 -- ~.  (1 + lef.). (It should be noted 
that there is an error in t ie  proof of [4, Lemma 4] which is rectified in 
[7] .) Finally, it is possible to replace the predicates P, Q by finite 
sequences of predicates; for the existence of complete 2;2 °,Q! ..... ~2q sets 
implies the, existence of a single predicate Q(x, y, z) recursive in 
0_, I (x, y, z), ,.., Qq(x, y, z) such that each of ('fix) (Vy) (Qi(x. y, z)) is 
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recmsive (uniformly) in (3x) (Vy) (Q(x, y, z)). Applying these remarks 
to Lemma 4.4, we obtain the form of [4, Lemma 4] which we shall 
require: 
l.emma 4.5, Let Q I (x, y, z ), ..~, Qq (X, y, 7.) be any predicates, and let QI" 
denote the predicate (3x) (V) ) (Qi(x, y, z)) for 1 < i< q. Then for each 
q >t 1 there is a recursive function ~q(e)such that i fQ = (Q1 ..... Qq't 
and a" = <0-"1, ";, Qq>, then 
(i) ire ~ LQ, ', then iCq (e) E L O,; 
(ii) e E W~" iff nCq(e)~ WO, ;and in this case, 
(iii) Itcq(e)l, Q = ¢o.(1 +lel~"). 
The routine modifications of the proof of [4, Lemma 4] necessary 
to prove Lemma 4.5 are left to the reader. I3 
We now wish to state a lemma "inverse" to Lemma 4.5. While Lemma 
4.5 says approximately that it is possible to effectively obtain well- 
orderings recursively enumerable in Q from well-orderings recursively 
enumerable in Q" at the expense of multiplying the order type by ¢o, 
the next lemma says approximately that it is possible to effectively 
divide by o0 the order type of a well-ordering recursively enumerable 
in Q at the expense of obtaining awell-ordering recursively enumerable 
in Q". For a precise statement, we introduce the following notation: 
Definition 4.6. (i) Let 
L(z,e) ~, Z<eZ ^  (Vu)(U<eZ ~" (3o)(U<eO<eZ)). 
(ii) l fe E L,,  let lel denote the order type of (z I L(z,e)). 
Note that "~he <e-least element is considered a limit point Jr. this deft- 
nition and that e E W, *, I e j is a well-ordering. 
l.emma 4.7. Let Q(x, y, z) by any predicate, and let Q" denote the 
predicate (:Ix) (Vy) (Q(x, y, z)). Then for each t ~ 1 there is a recursive 
function fit(e) satisfying: 
(i) if e ~ wQ, then 5t(e) ~ LQ. " -  I¢~,"; 
(ii) if e ~ W~ then St(e) ~ wQ,"; and in that case, 
(iii) i f~ l  0 < co, then tSt(e)l~" < 6o, 
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(iv) ifl-~l o >~ w, then le--]l o < 15t(e)l,Q" < le--~l Q +w,  
(v) I 6t(e)t~" = ~el Q i f  I e-~l Q = to. (3 + k where [3 ~ I and 0 < k < t, 
The proof is postponed until the appendix. [] 
5. Be low ~ + 1 
In this section we obtain the classification of the m-degrees of  the 
sets If(a) and I f , (a)  for ~x ~< ~.  That If(0) = I4I,(0) = 0 is obvious since 
for no e is~ lel or lel, < 0. We also note that L ,  is an A~ set, as is easily 
seen by writing down the usual definition for the E 1 relation <e to be 
a linear ordering; substituting the E 1 relation (%(x, y) = 0 for ~<e and 
conjoining the A 2 clause "q~e is total" shows that L is also A~. 
Proposition 5.1. deg m W( 1 ) <~ a 2 . 
Proof .  
e~W(1)  ,~, e~I  A tet=O 
,'* e ~ L A - t (3x)  (rke(:<,X) = O) . 
Hence If( l)  isA 2. [] 
Proposition 5.2. deg m I f(k) <~ a 2 for 2 <~ k < w. 
Proof, Assume 2 ~< k < co. Then e ~ I f(k) iff e ~ L and 
k 
(Vxi) "'" (Vxk) (,')l G(xi' x )  = 0 ~-, 
Hence W(k) is A 2. [] 
\ 
V X i = X]] .  
l ~i<]¢;k ! 
Proposition 5.3. For any A 2 set A there is a recursive funct ion fA such 
that 
a~A =~ fA(a)6  W(1), 
a~A ~ fA(a)~ W.  
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Proof. Let a ~ A iff (Vx) (3y) (R (x ,y ,a ) )  where R is rect~rsive. Define a 
partial recursive function ~bfx, y)  by 
1 if (3u) (R(x, u,c )), 
~b(x,y)= undefined otherwise. 
Then there is a recursive function f A (a) such that (~(x,y) = Ofa(a)(x,Y); 
and clearly a E A implie',fA(a) ~ W and I fA(a)l = 0, while a ~ A implies 
that 0L4(a) is not total. [] 
Proposition 5.4. deg m W(a) = a 2 , for  0 < a < co. 
Proof. Assume 0 < a < w. Then by Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, 
deg m W(a) < a 2 . If A is any A 2 set and fa(a)  is as in Proposition 5.3, 
then 
aE A ~ . t~(a)~ W(I)- C - W(a) ; 
while 
a~A ~ f ,4(a)~ W(a) .  
Hence A <'m W(a) which provesa 2 ~< deg m W(a). [] 
Propositiow 5.5. deg m W,(!)  = a 1 . 
Proof. e ~ I¢,(1) i f fe ~ W, and lel = 0 iff W e = 0- Hence W,(1) = 
{e I W e = 0} which is a familiar complete A 1 set [9]. [] 
Proposition 5.6. a 1 < deg m W,(k) , fo r  2 <<. k < w. 
Proof. Let o be as in Lemma 4.2. Then 
e~ W,(~) *~ o(e)~ W, (a+l ) ;  
Hence deg m W,(k)  <m degm W,(k  + 1) for k ~ 1 and the result follows 
by induction on k from Proposition 5.5. 1-1 
Proposition 5.7. deg m W,(a)  = a I for  0 < ~ < w. 
Proof. Let 7r be as in Lemma 4.3. Then if 1 < k < tg, 
e~ W, (k+l )  ** lr(e)~ l¢,(k). 
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Hence by induction on k and Proposition 5.5, 
deg m W,(Ic) <~ deg m W,( I )  ~< a I . 
The result now follows from Propositions 5.5 and 5.6. [] 
We now obtain upper bounds for deg m I¢,(o~) and W(~). 
Proposition 5.8. deg m W, (m)  ~< e 2 . 
Proof. Let lrte) be as in Lemma 4.3, and let ~r(0, e) = lr°(e) = e, ~(k,e) = 
irk(e) = k th iterate of 7r(e) if k 1> 1. Then 7r(k, e) is recursive and 
e~ W,(¢o) ,~ (3k)(lr(k, e )~ W,(1)) . 
By Proposition 5.5, W,(1) is A 1 , from which it t~ollows that W,(m) 
is E 2 . 17 
Proposition 5.9. deg m W(w) < e 2 ^  a 2 . 
Proof. e~l ' / (w)  ~ e~L A lel is finite 
• ~ e~L A (3X)(Vy)(Cpe(y,y)=0 ~ y<x) .  
SoW(w) isE 2AA 2. [] 
To obtain she lower bounds we shall make use of the following result 
from [8] concerning the quantifier "(Ux)"  which denotes "for ,_'nfinitely 
many x". 
Lemma 5.10. For any predicate R(y,z,a) there is a predicate S(n,a) recur, 
sire uniJbrmly in R, such that 
(Va) [(Vv) (3z) R(y,z,a) *= (Un)S(n,a)].  
Proof. [8]. Define a function f(a, n) by f(a, 0) = 0, 
f (a ,n )+ l  i f ( : lz)(z~<n ^  
f(c, ~ + 1) = f(a, n) otherwise. 
R(f(a, n), z, a), 
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Then f is recursive uniformly in R, a and for e~ch a, 
tVy) (3z )R(y ,z ,a )  ~=~ (Un) ( f (a ,n )< f (a ,n+l ) ) .  [] 
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By replacing a by (a,x) in Lemma 5.10, we obtain the following 
lemma, which we note here for later use; as is usual, "(3 !x)" denotes 
"there is exactly one x". 
Lemma 5.11. For any predicate R(y, z, a, x)  there is a predicate S(n, x, a) 
recursive uniformly in R, such that for each a, 
(i) (Vx)  [(Vy) (3z) (R(y, z, a, x)} ~ (Un) (S(n,a,x))] 
and hence 
(ii) (:Ix) (Vy) (3z) (RO,,z,a,x)) ~, (3x) (Un) (S(n,a,x)),  
(iii) (3 !x) (Vy) (3z) (Rfy, z,a,x))  ~, (3!x)  (Un) (S(n,a,x)).  
Proposition 5.12. For any E 2 set B there is a recursive function f B such 
that 
,4 E B ~' ]B(a) ~ W. (w)  , 
a ~ B ~ fs(a) ~ L , -  W, 
Proof. Let a ~ B ** (3y) (Vz) (R(y,z,a)) ,  where R is recursive. By 
Lemma 5.10, there is a predicate S recursive uniformly in .~, 3uch that 
a ~ B "~ 7(Un)  (S(n,a)) .  
We describe the construction of a linear ordering in stages as follow~: 
Stage s ~. O. I fS(s,a),  place the number s to the left of all numbers 
thus far placed into the ordering. If 7S(s,a),  do nothing. If we now let 
W a, = ~(x,y) I x and y have been placed in the ordering and 
either x =y or x is to the left o fy  at some stage s}, 
it is clear that le a, is a linear ordering which orders {n t S(n,a)} in 
reverse order of magnitude; hence :he order type is finite if a ~ B and 
co* if a q~ B. By the uniformity in a, there is a recursive function fB such 
that W a, = Wf8 (a), and which therefore satisfies the conclusion. [] 
Proposition 5.I 3. deg m W,(~o) = e 2 . 
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Proof. By Proposition 5.8, deg m I¢,(6o) < e 2 , and by Proposition 5.12, 
e 2 ~< deg m I4',(6o) [] 
Proposition 5.14. deg m W(w) = e z ^  a 2 . 
Proof. By Proposition 5.9, deg m W(6o) ~ e 2 ^  a 2 , To reverse the: inequalffy, 
let A be any E 2 A A 2 set; then there is an E 2 set B and an A 2 set B 0 such 
that a ~ A i f fa  ~ B and a ~ B 0 . By Proposition 3.3, there is a recursive 
function r s~r.h that a ~ W.(6o) iff r(a) ~ W(6o); then i f fB (a)  is as in Pro- 
position 5.12, 
a e B ~ fB(a) E W.(6o)  ~, rfB(a) E W(6O). 
Now let R o be a recursive predicate satisfying 
aE  B 0 ~ (Vx) (3y)  (Ro(x ,y ,a ) ) ,  
and define a recursive function g(a) as the index of the following partial 
recursive function: 
= I dPrl'B(a)(X' y) '  if (3y) (Ro(X .y .a ) )  
undefined, otherwise. 
Then a ~ B o = epg(a ) and ¢PrfB(a) are the sa,ne function, while a ~ B o ~ ¢Pg~a) 
is not total. Hence 
while 
aEA ~ ( r JB(a)~ W(w) ^ q~x, a)= CriB(a)) =' g(a)~ W(6O); 
a ~ A ~ a q~ B v a f~ B o ~ ;~ g(a) is n° t  t°ta l  v 
~- ~(a) a w(6o). 
Hence A <,,, W(w), so that e 2 n a 2 ~< deg m W(w'.'. [] 
We summarize the results of Propositions 5.4, 5.7, 5.13, 5.14 as 
follows: 
Theorem 5.15. The classification scheme in Table 2 holds. [] 
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Table 2 
deg m W.(a) deg m W(a) 
0 deg m 0 deg m 0 
l~a<t~ ~1~ 1 a 2 
¢d e 2 I~2 A,g2 
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The remainder of  the paper will be devoted to classifying deg m W,(a) 
for co < a < co '°. By Proposition 3.4, the same classification will hold 
for deg m (a), co < a < co ~°. 
6. Upper bounds 
In this sect;on we compute upper bounds for deg m N,(cx), co < a < co ~°. 
For all k > 0, (x 0, ..., xk_ ~ > will be used ¢o denote a recursive one--one 
onto a map: N k ~ N with recursive inverse functions denoted by x/k , 
0 ~ i < k, so that x = (xk0 ' ..., xk_lk ). 
Proposition 6.1. (i) For n >>- 1, deg m W,(w n) < e2n ; 
(ii) for  n >>- 1, deg m W,(w n + 1) < a2n+l. 
Proof. This was shown in [4] (~or I¢ rather than I~'.). The argument is 
included here for completeness. We proceed by simvltaneous induction 
on n. For n = 1, (i) holds by Proposition 5.8. Now assurr.e (i) for some 
n 1> 1. Now 
e ~ W,(¢o n + 1) ~0 e ~ L ,  A (VX) (p(e,x) ~ W,(con)) • 
By the induction hypothesis, W,(¢o n) is E2n which implies W,(¢o n + 1) 
is A2n+l ; this proves (ii) for n. Now assume (ii) holds for some n >/I. 
Then if s(e, x),  p(e, x), and b(e, x 1 , x 2) are as in Lemma 4.1, 
eEW,(co  n÷l) '~ eE  W, (~n+l )v  
v {eE  L ,  A (3k) ( : ly ) [p(e ,  Yko)E W,(con+l) A 
A s(e,Y~_l)E W, (~ n +1) A (Vi)i<k_l(y f "~eYf÷l A 
^ b(e, yf ,  yf+l ) e W,(¢o n + 1))1 }. 
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By the induction hypothesis, W.(wn+ 1) is A2n÷l, which implies that 
W,(t.on+ 1) is E2n+2 and proves (i) for n + 1 ; thia completes tt',e induction. 
Proposition 6.2. For p, n >i 1, 
deg m W. (~n ' (p+l )  + 1)~ (e2.÷l ^  a2n+l), p Va2n.t, 
Proof. By induction on p. We define as in [4] the notio:: of a "limit 
point of order n" by 
Ll(z,e) ,~ (:Ix) (x <e z) A 
^ (Vu) [u< e z ~ (3v) (u< ev< e z ) l ;  
Ln+z(z.e) "=" (3x) (x <e z) ^  
^ (Vu)[u <e z 
and define 
(3v) (u <,, v <e z ^ L,,(o,e))l; 
1 ~i<p 1 ~ i<j~p 
to say that '%e has at least p limit points of  order n". Clearly Ln(Z, e) is 
A2n and LPn(e) is E2,,+ 1 for a,l n.p i> 1. We note as in [41 that 
e~ W, (~n ' (p+l )+ l) ",~ e~ W,(oan. p+ l) v 
v [e ~ W, n ¢on'p+l < lel, ~ ¢on'(p+l)] .  
Let V,~p = {e le  ~ W, A ~on'p+l  ~< lel, < ~o n ' (p+l )} .  Then 
e~ V,,.p .~, eeL .^ LPn(e) ^  
A(V21) "" (VZP)[( K~i<pZi<~eZi+l I~i~pA Ln(zi, e)) ~, 
= (p(e, z I ) E W, .~)n + 1 ) A s(e, Zp ) E W,(m n + 1) ^  
l~i<p 7J 
By Proposition 6.1 (ii), W,(mn+ 1) is A2n+l ; usin~ .*he fact that L, ,  Ln, 
L~ are A 2, A2n, E2n+l respectively it follows tha~ ,r/n, p is E2n, l A A2n~l. 
Hence 
e ~ W, (wn. (p+l )  + I) ~* e~ W,(oan.r,-~ 1) v e~ Vn,p, 
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where V n p is E2,,+t ^  A2n+l ~ For p = l, applying Proposition 6.1(ii) 
yields t ha't l¢,(oJ )i -2 + 1) is (E2n+l ^  A2n+! ) v A2n + ,. It then follows by 
induction on p that fo rp  > 1, l¢,(6on-(p + 1) ÷ 1) is 
(E2n+l A A2n+l ) ' (  p -  1) v A2n+l v (E2n+l A A2n÷l ) = 
-= (E2n+l A A2~+ ! ). p v A2n+l, 
which completes the proof. C3 
Proposition 6.3. For all n.p >~ 1, 
deg m W,(t~ n. (p+ l)) < (e2n+l ^ a2n+l) . ,D .
Proof. By induction on p. We note that while the Boolean e::vression 
given above for W,(~ n. (p + 1) + 1 ) is exactly that of [4], the form given 
in [4] for W,(~o n. (p+ 1)) is not "best possible". We improve upon it by 
using the functior~ tl of  Lemma 4.2 which satisfies e E ~¥, iff o(e) ~: W,, 
in which case lo(e)l,  = lei ,+ 1. We then note that for all p )~" 1, 
eE W,(oon.(p+l)) .~ o(e)E l¢ , (o f l . (p+l ) )  
~=~ a(e) ~. W,(o~n" p) v (e E W, A O~n. p+ l <<. Io(e)l, < Con" (p+l) ) ,  
since Io(e)l, is not a limit ordinal and hence Io(e)l, =/= co n -p. Let 
V~,p = {e t e ~ W, e W n .p+ 1 < Io(e)',, < oo n - (p+l )} .  
Then as in Proposition 6.2, 
o(e)~ V' ~=~ o(e)E L ,  A LP(o(e))A n,p 
[( Zi <e Zi+IA A Ln(z~, g(e)))~ ^(Vz l) ... (Vz~) A v 1 l<i<p 
~, (p(o(e), z 1) ~ l,',(co n + 1) ^  
^ s(o(e), zp) e W,(oo" ) A 
^ A b(o(e),zi, zi+l)E W,(o~n+t)) J  
l~i<p 
hence e ~ W,(o~ n. (p+ I)) iff o(e) ~ W,(w n .p) or o(e) ~ V~.p, where 
Vn. p is E2n+l ^  A 2n+l" For p = 1, applying Proposition 6.1(i) y:elds that 
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W,(co n" 2) is 
E2n v (E2n+l A A2n+l) =E2n+l ^  A2n+l 
since the E2n is absorbed when the form is distributed. (Note that this 
form would not be obtained if e had not been replaced by o(e), since 
the clause "o(e) ~ W,(00 n .p)"  w~'uld have to read "e ~ W,(00 n. p + 1)" 
which is A2n+l and hence is not absorbed). It then follows by induction 
onp  that fo rp  > 1, W,(00n.fp+ 1)) is 
(E2n+l ^  A2n+l) • (p - 1) v (E2n+l ^  A2n+l ) = (E2n+l ^  A2n+l ) 'p ,  
which completes the proo f  [] 
Proposition 6.4. deg m W,(a) < a 3 if00 < a < 00.2. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.1(ii), deg m 1¢,(00+ 1)< a 3 , Hence it suffices to 
show that W,(00 +k + 1) "<'m W,(00 + 1 ) for all k ~ 1. But this easily follows 
by induction on k since e ~ W,(00+k+ 1) if(lr(e) ~ I¢,(00+k), where ~r is 
as in Lemma 4.3. [] 
Proposition 6.5. For all n >>- 1, 
(i) deg m l¢,(a) < a2n+l i f00n<a< 00n .2; 
(ii) i fp  >>- 1, then deg m W,(a)~< (e2n+l ^ a2n+l)" p v a2n+l i f  
00n.(p+l ) < ~ < 00n.(p+2). 
Proof. Proposition 6.4 proves (i) for ,~ = 1. For n > 1 and a = 00n+ 1, 
(i) holds by Proposition 6.1. For a = con. (p + 1) + 1, (ii) holds by Propo- 
sition 6.2. A proof  for the other cases of( i )  is given in [4],  but unfor- 
tunately it fails to generalize for (ii), (although it does suggest hat the 
relevant object is the order type of the limit points of tel). The remain- 
ing cases of (i) and (ii) will follow immediately from the next proposi- 
tion. 
Proposition 6.6. For aH n, p >I I, 
[4/,(60 n"p +a) "~<m [¢*(wn "P + 1) i f  1 < a < 00n 
Proof. Th)s was proved by Liu in [5]. We include a proof which uses 
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the fimctions K l (e) and 6f(e) of  Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7. Recall that if 
e E W, 0, then St(e)  ~ WQ, " anO 16t(e)iQ," is approximately ~'1, (the order 
type of  the limit points of lel,). Now wQ, " is W, relativized to the predi- 
cate (3x)  (Vy)  (Q(x ,y ,z ) ) ;  hence by Lemma 4.5, ~1 St(e) ~ W*Q and 
tg 1 8t(e)l , ~ to.le-'], The proof thus runs al'~ng the following lines: 
e ~ W,(aa n .p +~) '~, lel, < w n "tJ +~ 
for suitable t and recursive Q 
. ?  18t(e)lQ," < co n- I  .p 
¢~ It~lSt(e)l ,< o~n'p 
~lSt(e) E W,(6o n .p+l )  . 
Unfortunately, the equivalence marked ,~,? is not quite correct; however, 
the pattern just described will b~ used to provide a correct proof. More 
precisely, we will define by induction on n recursive functions r/n (e, a) 
(here we think of a < w n as coded by the n-tuple of natural numbers 
(a o ..... an_ 1 ) occurring in the normal form for a = o~ n-I  "an_ 1 + ... + 
~,a  I +a o) such that for any predicate Q, 
e~ wQ,(o~n.p+a) ~, r tn (e ,a )~ wQ,(con'p+ 1) 
if a < oJ n . (The relativization to an arbitrary predicate Q is needed for 
the induction.) In the base step, when n = 1, a is finite and if rr is as in 
Lemma 4.3, e ~ wQ,(a J .p+a)  * n~-l(e)  E w,Q(~.p+ 1); hence we may 
define r/1 (e, a) = ~r a-I  (e). Now assume ~?n(e.a) has been defined. We 
consider three cases, depending on whether the remainder of a after 
division by ~,o is 0, 1 or > 1. 
Case O. ~ -= 6o(w.[3+t) where#< ¢.O n -1  and t< 6o. 
Let o be as in Lemna 4.2; then io(e)l, Q always a successor ordinal, 
and 
e ~ W~(o~ n+l .p +o~(o~./~+t)) ** 
"~ a(e) e WO, (co n*l .p + co(co-~+t)) 
"~ Io(e)l~ < w n+l .p +co(w,:J+ t) . 
Now by Lemma 4,7(iv), 
Io(e)l~ > (a9 n÷l  "p+w(w. [3+t )  
6on .p+to .O+t+l  < ~ Q  < 18to(e)l~". 
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Conversely, 
Io(e)l, Q < co n+l .p + to(to.3+t) 
=~ io(e)l,Q < ton+l .p + to( to .3+t)  
=~ [o(e)lQ < ton,p+to,3+t.  
If (o(e)[ Q < ¢o n .p +to'3,  then 
i~to(e)lQ," < io(e)lQ + to< ton .p + to'3< 6on'p "~ to'13 + t + 1 
by Lemma 4.7(iv); otherwise, io(e)] Q = e~n .p + 60"8+ t' for some t' < t, 
and Lemma 4.7(v) yields 
i~ to(e)lQ, " = ton .p + to.(3 + t' < ~:n.p +to-/3+t +1. 
So 
e ~ W~(~o n+l .p+to(to.3+t))  
~, 6ta(e)~ W~"(ton 'p+to. f+t+l)  
~, n,z(6to(e), to .3+t+l )~ ht~"(ton.p + t) 
by the induction hypothesis, 
~, I~ln(6to(e), to'3+ t + I)I,Q" < w'~.p 
,=,l•lrln(6to(e), to.3+t+ 1)l~ < ~o(1 +ton.p)  = ~n+l.p 
"=" ~1 ~n(6t °(e)' to'3 +t + 1 ) ~ WQ,(to n+l .p + 1 ). 
Hence we may define r/n+ I (e. ~(to .  3 + t)) = K 1 r/n (6t o(e), to. 3 + t + 1 ). 
Case 1. ~ = to ( to .3+t )+ 1 where 3< to,~-I and '<  to  
Now e~ wQ(ton+l.p+to(to.3+t)+ 1) i f f le l~ ~" ~n+l 'p+to(to '3+t) .  
As in Case 0, 
lelQ, > w n+l .p + to(to.3+,t) =~ 
wn.p  +to.3+ t + l <<, I--~Q <<, 15t(e)lQ," , 
lel,Q < to,,+l.p +w(to '3+t)  ~ ~1Q < wn'p +w'O~'t 
15t(e)l~" < ton'p + to'l[~ + t + 1. 
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If lel o = co n+ l .p + ¢a(w. (3 + t), then [~Q = co n-p + co~ fl + t and, by 
Lelama 4.7(v), 
8 " 0"  t te)t ,  =['~¢2 =con.p+co. f l+t< ¢an.p+co. f l+t+l  
Hence as in Case 0, 
e~ l~J~(co n÷! 'p+co(co 'o+t )+ 1) ~, 
~, 5t (e )E  WO,"(con.p+co.f l+t+ 1)
• ~ tc177n(St(e), ¢o.fl+~'+ 1)E W~(co n+l "p+ 1) 
and we can define r/n+ I (e, co(co.fl+t) + 1) = ~¢lrln(6t(e), co./~+t + 1). 
Case >1. a = f l+t where j3 is a limit ordinal <con+l and 2 ~< t < co. 
Then 
eE W~(wn+l'p4 fl+t) ~ lrt-l(e)E W~(con+l'P+fl +1) 
r~n(~- l (e ) , f l+ l )~ WQ, (co': ~1 .p  + 1), 
by Case 1. Hence we may define 0,,÷1 (e, fl + t) = ~/n+l(~ t -1 (e),/3 + 1 ). 
This completes the definition of tin (e. o~) and the proof. [] 
We summarize the results of  Propositions 6.1-6.5 as follows: 
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Theorem 6.7. For all n,p >t 1, 
(i) deg m W,(co n) < e2n ; 
(ii) deg m W,(a) ~< a2n+l i fwn+l  <<. a < ¢o n "2; 
(iii) deg m W.(co n" (19 + I )) <~ e2n + 1 ^  a2n+ 1 ; 
(iv) deg m W.(¢~) < (e2n+l aa2n+l )" p v a2n+l i fcon. (p+ 1) + 1 < ¢~ < 
co n. (p~ 2). 
We remark that the final upper bound in the list i,; curiously difficult 
to prove; normally, upper bounds in terms of quant.~fier forms are ob- 
tained by applying the Tarski -Kuratowski  algorithm to a defining 
formula for the sets, using at best a small amount of ingenuity. Our 
efforts to do this without invoking the reduction functions 8 t have 
been thus far unsuccessful. 
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7. Between w and co ~ 
In this section we prove that the upper bounds of  Theorem 6.7 are 
also lower bounds. 
It will be necessary to assume that the "pairing functions" 
x = (xk0 ..... x~_ lk  ) introduced at the beginning of  the last section are 
chosen so as to satisfy the following properties: 
(i) x/k < (x~ ..... x~_ 1 ) for all i < k, and 
(ii) (x0 ~ ..... x~ 1 > is monotonic in x~ for each i < k; 
i.e., x i < x~ implies that 
k ) (x  k . . . . .  , k ) .  (x~ ..... x i ..... Xk_ 1 x i ..... Xk_ ~ 
We shall require the following two recursion-theoretic lemmas. 
I.emma 7.1. Let R(x, u) be ato, predi,ate. Assume 
(i) (3x)  (3u)  (R(x, u)) "~ (3!x) (:lu) (R(x, u));  
(ii) (Vx)[(3u) (R(x, u)) "~" (3!u)  (R(x, u))]. 
" 2 ~ "~ Then (3x) Clu) (R(x, u)) ~ (3x) (R(x o, xi) )  '~ (3!x)  (R(x?~, x2)). 
Proof. Clear. [] 
Lemma 7.2. For all :~ >- O, i f  P(a) is En+ ~ there is an A,, predicate Q(x.a) 
such that for all a, 
P(a) "~ (:Ix) (Q(x,a)) ~ (3!x)  (Q(x,a)) . 
Proof. By induction on n. For any predicate S(x,a), it is clear that 
(3x) (S(x,a)) ,,~ (::Ix) [S(x,a) ^  (Vt)t<x(TS(t,a))] 
(3!x)[S(x,a)  A (Vt)t<x(TS(t,a))]. 
For n = 0, this proves the conclusion, since the matrix is A o i fS(x,a) is 
recursive. Now essume the lemma holds for n - 1, and that S(x,a) ~, 
(Vy) (S 1 (v, x, a)) where S 1 is E n_l. Then 
(3x) (S(x,a)) ~ CIx)[(Vy) (S 1 (y,x,a))  ^  (Vt)t<x(3y) (7S 1 (y, t,a))] 
(3 !x)[(Vy) (S 1 (y,x, a)) ^  (Vt)t< x (3y) (-]S 1 (Y, t,a))]. 
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Now (Vv)o<x(TS 1(u~, u, a) is An_ I ; hence by the induction hypothesis 
there .~s an An_ 1 predicate S 2 such that 
(Vt)t<x(3y) (751 (y, t,a)) ~, (3u)(Vv)o<x(TS 1 (u x, o, a)) 
• ~, (3u) (S~(u ,x ,a ) )  
¢~ (3!u)(S2(u,x,a)).  
Hence 
(3x) (S(x,a)) "=, (3x)(: lu)[(Vy) (S 1 (y,x,a))  ^  S2(u,x,a)] 
"~ (3 !X) (:lU)[(Vy) (S 1 (y,x,a)) h, S2(u,x,a)] 
while 
(Vx) {(3u) [(Vy) (S ! (y,x,a))  ^  S2(u, x, a)] *~ 
~, (3 !u) [(V~ ~ (S 1 (y,x,a))  ^  S2(u, x, a)] }. 
If Q(x, u, a) now denotes (Vy)(S 1 (y,x,a))  ^  S2 (u,x,a), then Q(x,u,a) 
isA n , and by Lemma 7.1, 
ax) ax)(Q(x2o, q,a) (3 [] 
In each of the follow ing constructions we will (as in Proposition 5.12) 
describe in stages an effective numeration of a linear orderii~g in terms 
of a number parameter a and a finite sequence of predicate parameters 
51 ..... Sq. In each case we will obtain a set 
q ~ ..... sq = {(x,y) I x andy have ~eenplaced in the 
ordering and either x =y o Ix  is 
to the left o fy  at some stage s}. 
The uniformity in a, S 1 ..... Sq will in each case imply the existence of 
a recursive function f such that 
W& ..... Sq = W~f~;..,Sq, f (a )E  LS, '..... sq 
and I)"(a)l, satisfies whatever requirements are specified in the proposi- 
tion. 
We note that Propositions 7.3 and 7.4 (as well as Proposition 5.12 
given earlier) duplicate results in [4]. They are presented here to moti- 
vate the more complicated constructions of Propositions 7.5-7.8, 
which build on them. 
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Proposition 7.3. For any A 3 set C there is a recursive fimetion f c such 
that 
a~ C ~ fc (a )~ W,(w+ 1), 
ace  ~, fc(a)~ L , -W, .  
Proof. By Lemma 5.11 (ii) there is a recursive predicate S such that 
a ~ C ~ (Vx) ~(Uy) (S(x, y, a)). 
In this construction we will put down for each x an "x-interval" I x 
corresponding to the construction i Proposition 5,12; i.e., I x will 
correspond to ordering Bx = ( (x, y) 1 S(x, y, a)} in reverse order of 
magnitude; and the order we construct is then Zx~JV Ix . We illustrate 
below: 
1o h 
[ooooo1 [ oo  ] [. . .  ooo1 . . .  
(where an "o" indicates an element placed in the ordering). More pre- 
cisely, we proceed as follows: 
Stage s = (x, y). If qS(x,y,a) ,  do nothing. If S(x, y, a), place (x,y) in 
the ordering by the following rule: 
(xl, Yl ) precedes (x 2, Y2 ) iffxl < x2 or (x I = X 2 and Y2 < Yl )" 
It is clear that ifa ~ C the ordering is an w-sum of finite intervals and 
hence has order type <~,  while ifa ~ C some x-interval I x = {(x.y) l
S(x,y,a)} ordered as above will have order type w*. [] 
Proposition 7.4. For any E 3 set D there is a recursq,e function fD such 
that 
a~D ~ fo(a)E W, (w+w) ,  
ac iD  ~ fD(a)~L , -W, .  
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 t (ii), there is a recursive predicate S such that 
a E D ,~ (3,:) (Uw) (S(z, w, a)). 
in this construction the ordering will be divided by a "fence" which 
may sometimes be moved to the right of elements, but never to the 
left. Siac,.: ,,ew elements, when put into the ordering, are always placed 
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to the fight of  the fence, this guarantees that any element which is at 
the left of  the fern e at some stage will have only finitely many predeces- 
sors. To illustrate: 
*** ... t .-. *** 
(where an "*"  indicates an.element placed in the ordering). 
We begin with a fence and no elements to its right or left, and pro- 
ceed in stages as follows: 
Stage s = (z, w). Count the number # of elements to the right of the 
fence at the beginning of  this stage. Proceed by cases, according to 
whether the number # is =z, <z ,  o r>z .  
Case 1. # = z. Do nothing. 
Case 2. # < z. Place enough new elements (of N) immediately to the 
right of  the fence to get exactly z elements to the right. 
Case 3. #> z. lf TS(z,w,a) ,  do nothing. 
If S(z, w, a) holds, move the fence past elements to the right until there 
are exactly z elements to its right. 
Note that at the end of stage s = (z, w) there are >1 z elements to the 
right of  the fence, and that the fence is moved only if S(z, w, a) holds. 
Suppose that for all z' < some z, S(z', w, a) holds for at most finitely 
many w, and let w 0 be larger than any of  these. Then at the~md of 
stage s = <z, w 0) there will be at least z elements to the fight of  the fence, 
and the right-most z of these will remain to the fight forever, (since 
S(z', w, a) will never hold again for z' < z). Now ifa ~ D so that 
(Vz) " l(Uw) (S(z, w, a)); the above will happen for every z; hence an ~*  
sequence will develop to the right of the fence and the final ordering 
will have order type a + ~*  where t~ ~< o~. If on the other hand a ~ D 
and z 0 is the least z such that (LIw) (S(z, w, a)), the above will happen 
for all z' < z 0; hence at least z 0 elements will remain to the right of  the 
fence forever. But any element with at least z 0 successors must eventu- 
ally find itself to the left of the fence; hence in this case the final order- 
ing will have order type co +z 0. [] 
Proposition 7.5. For any E 3 ^  A 3 set E there is a recursive function fe  
suck~ that 
acE  ~ fL.(a)~ W. (~÷t~) ,  
a~E ~ fE (a )EL , -W. .  
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Proof. Since E is an E 3 ^  A 3 set there is an A 3 set Cand an E 3 set D 
such that 
ace  ~, a~D^a=~C.  
The basic idea of this construction is to do the A 3 construction of  
Proposition 7.3 for C and the E 3 construction of Proposition 7.4 for D 
independently, placing the ordering for D to the right of  the o:'dering 
for C; some modification is needed, however, to intertwine ~he two 
possible co-sequences which may develop when a ~ E, so as to keep the 
order type < co + co. Hence we must both dovetail the constructions 
and interweave the orderings to some extent; briefly, there will be a 
fence to the left of which we put down "x-intervals" like those of  
Proposition 7.3, and the x-intervals will be interspersed with the finite 
sets of  elements left behind when the fence is moved to the right. We 
illustrate below: 
10 1, 
[oooo]  ***  [oo1  ** [..- ooo]  ***  -.. I "" ***  
(where an "o" or an "*" indicates an element placed in the ordering). 
It is convenient to distinguish 1-etween the elements placed in the 
ordering on behalf of  C and D respectively. We reserve an infinite set 
of "elements" to be used for the E 3 construction fer D, (for instance, 
{(x, 0) I x ~ N) ). For the A 3 construct ion for C, we use the remaining 
nambers as representatives of pairs (x, y). The (unique) representative 
of (x, y) will be a number denoted by (x,y), and distinct representatives 
are assigned to distinct pairs; (for instance, we can let (x,y) be (.x',y + l)). 
Let S 1, S 2 be recursive predicates such that 
a ~ C ,=, (Vx) "q(Oy) (S~ (x.y,a)) ,  
a~D ~, (3z) (LIw) (S2(z,w,a)). 
We begin the construction by putting down a fence; we then start the 
0-interval by placing the represent~/tive (0, 0) immediately to the left 
of the fence. Proceed in alternate stages as follows: 
Stage 2s. Do exactly as in stage s of Proposition 7.4 for D. 
Stage 2s+ 1. s = (x,y). If -IS 1 (x.y,a), do nothing. IfS~ (x,y.a) holds, 
place (x, y+ 1 ) in the ordering immediately to the left of all representa- 
tives (x, y')  which have already been placed. Finally, start the s + l-hater- 
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val by placing (s + 1, O) immediately to the left of  the fence. 
It is now straightforward to verify that the result of  this construction 
is a linear ordering (Xx~ v (I x +E x )) +/where  Ix is as in Proposition 7.3 
(replacing (x ,y)  by (x ,y  + 1 )) with the addition of  the single representa- 
tive (x, 0); each E x is a finite sequence of elements, and I is either a 
finite sequence of  elements or an co* sequence of  elements. Reasoning 
as in Propositions 7.3 and 7 ¢, i fa ~ E, each Ix and I will be finite, so 
that the ordering has order type < co + ~ ! fa$  E, then a ~ C or a $ D. 
In the first case some Ix will have order type co*. In the second case 1 
will have order type co*. In either case we get a linear ordering which is 
not a well-ordering. [] 
Proposition 7.6. For  any E 3 v A 3 set F there is a recursive funct ion fF  
such that 
aE  F ~ fF (a )~ tl,',(co+co* 1), 
a~F =, J F (a )~L , -W, .  
Proof. Let Cbe  anA 3 set and DanE 3 set such that 
aEF  ~, aECvaED.  
By Lemma 5.11, there are recursive predicates S 1 and S 2 such that 
a ~ C '=, (Vx) - l (Uy)  (S~ (x ,y ,a ) ) ,  
(::ix) (Uy) (S 1 (x ,y ,a) )  ~ (3 !x)  (Uy) (S l (x ,y ,a) )  , 
a ~ D ~ (3z) (Uw) (S 2 (z, w, a) ) .  
Since we want to obtain an w* sequence now just in case both the E 3 
construction for D and the A 3 construction for C give co* sequences, 
we must use each construction to control the other. This is accomplished 
by putting down x-intervals I x for C as in Proposition 7.3 and placing 
an x-fence in each I x ; we then attempt o carry out the E 3 construction 
for D of  Proposition 7.4 within each I x . We illustrate below: 
I 0 I x <~z 
[ooo loo]  [oo looo]  -.. [ooo  .-. 1o"6-'6"6"I . . . .  
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I fa ~ C, then each I x will be finite and the ordering will have orde" 
type ~0, since the E 3 construction will be used only to move the x-fe~ce 
and not to increase the size of I  x .  I fa  ~ C, then there will be a unique 
infinite Ix ; within that interval the E 3 construction will result in an w* 
sequence i fa q~ D and in a well-ordering of  type < ~o+ ¢~ ifa ~ D, 
We begin the construction by starting a 0 interval: put ~be represen- 
tative (0, 0) into the ordering with the 0-fence immediately to its left. 
(As before, the "x-interval" I x refers to the set of representatives (x ,y )  
which have been placed in the ordering.) ProceeA as follows: 
Stage s = (x, z, w). Assume inductively that for all x' ~< s (hence in 
particular for x' = x) the x'-interval I x, is non-empty, and contains an 
x'-fence. Count the number # of representatives in Ix which are to the 
right of the x-fence. I f#  > z and  S 2 (z, w, a) holds, move the x-fence to 
the right until there are exactly z representatives in Ix to the right of  the 
x-fence. If # < z, let 
Cx. s = ((x,y) [ S! (x ,y ,a )  ^  y < s ^ (x.) , )  is not yet in I x ) 
and place representatives (x, y)  from C~, s immediately to the right of 
the x-fence until either 
(i) there are exactly z representatives in I x to the right of  the x-fer, ce or 
(ii) Cx. ~ has been exhausted. 
In the other cases (# = z, or # > z and -IS 2 (z, w, a)), do nothing to I x . 
Finally, slart the s + 1-interval by placing (s +1, f,) at the extreme right 
and putting the s + 1-fence immediately te the left of  (s + 1,0). 
The result of  the construction evidently has order type Zx~ ~, 1:~. For 
eacnx, le~: B x = U s Cx, s = ((x,y) [ S 1 (x,y.a)}. I fa  ~ C, then B x is finite 
for all x. Hence each i x remains finite and the final ordering has order 
type ~. Ira ~ C, then there is a un ique  x o such that Bxo is infinite. 
Hence Ix is finite for all x 4: x 0 . Consider lxo. 
Ira ~ D let z 0 be the least z such that (Uw) (S 2 (z, w, a)). Then, 
reasoning as in Proposition 7.4, it is easy to see that z 0 representatives 
(x0,Y) will eventually be placed to the right of the Xo-fence and remain 
there forever, while all other representatives in B x will eventually find 
themselves to the left of the x 0-fence. Hence Ixo will have order type 
~o+z 0 and the final ordering has order type 
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Thus, in any event, i fa ~ F we obtain an ordering of  order type 
<6o+w+l .  
Now assume a ~ D. Then because Bxo is inf,~nite, one again sees, by 
reasoning as in Proposition 7.4, that for every z, ar least z representa- 
tives will be placed in Ixo to the right of  the x0-fence and remain there 
forever, so that Ixo will have order type ~ + w* for some ~ < ~o. Hence 
the final ordering is not a well-ordering if a q~ F. 
Proposition 7.7. Let p >1 1. For any (E 3 v A 3 )e ^  A 3 set G there is a 
recursive function f~; such that 
aE G "-~ fG(a)E W.(w. (p+l )+ 1), 
aq~G ~. fG(a)E L . - -W. .  
Proof. Let F ! , ..., t-:p be E 3 v A 3 sets and C an A 3 set such that 
a~G * aECAaEF  1 ^ . . .^aEFp .  
The idea of  this construction is to interweave the intervals for an A 3 
construction for C (as in Proposition 7.3) and p E 3 v A 3 constructions 
as in Prop,~sition 7.6. We illustrate below: 
[ooo l  [oo  I oo l  - . - [ooo  I o ]  [. . .  oo ]  [ I } .-. [ I ] ... 
Let S] i), Sc2 i) (0 < i ~ p, 1 <~ ] <~ p) be recursive predicates such that 
a~C~ 
and, for 1 ~< i< p, 
aEf  i ¢~ 
where again 
(Vx) 7 (Uy) (S~ °) (x, y, a)) 
(Vx) 7(Uy)  (s~li)(x, y,a)) v (3z ) (Uw) (S~2i) (z, w,a)) 
(i) z, w ,a  (3z ) (Uw) (S  2 ( )) ,~ (3!z ) (Uw)tS~i ) (z ,w ,a ) ) .  
We shall use representatives (x,y, 0) fo~" the pairs <x, y} of  the A 3 con- 
struction in Proposition 7.3 and representatives of  form (x, y, i), 
1 < i < p, for the p E 3 v A 3 constructions (instead of (x,y)  as in 
Proposition 7.6). 
Begin the construction by starting the 0(i)-interval for 0 < : <~ p, 
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as follows: Place (0, 0, 0) in the ordering. Then for each i in tura, 
1 ~< i < p, place (0, 0, i) at the extreme right, and put a 0tt)-fence im~ 
mediately to the left of (0, 0, i). As before~ the xti)- interval,  called/(/), 
refers to all representatives (x, y, i) in the ordering. Proceed as follows: 
Stage 2s, s = (x, y). l f - ]S~°)(x,) , ,a) ,  do nothing, l fS~°)(x,y a) and 
y > 09 let Yo be the largest y' such that (x, ," 0) has been placed in the 
e~0ering, and place (x, y, 0) immediately to the left of (x, y' ,  0). (Note 
thal this is essentially stage s of  the A 3 construction i Proposition 7.3.) 
Then start the s + i(°)-interval by placing (s + 1,0, 0) at the extreme 
right. 
Stage 2s + 1, s = (x, z, w). For each i, 1 ~ i ~< p, in turn, perform stage 
s of the E 3 v A 3 construction of Proposition 7.6 (replacing I x . S 2 , S i . 
(x. y) and '"c-interval" by l(xi), S~ i) , SI i) , (x, y, i) and "x(i)-interval '' 
respectively.) This acts to suitably modify the x¢i)-interval and starts an 
s + 1 (i)-interval. 
The ordering thus const;ucted will have order type Lx.~N Z'i~_o l~xi). 
I fa E G, then 
(i) a ~ C so that all/~o) are finite, 
(ii) for each i, 1 <~ i <~ p, a ~ F i so that there is at most one x s~ch 
that/(x i) is infinite, and, as in Proposition 7.6, that I~, ~) has order type 
<6O+O0.  
Hence the final ordering has order type ~ ¢o.p + w =: ¢0. (p + 1~ ifa ~ G. 
If on the other hand a ~ G, then either a ~ C or a ~ F z. for scme i, 
l ~< i-<. p, and some I(x i), 0 <<. i <~ p, will contain an ¢,~*-sequence. L7 
Proposition 7.8. Let  p >1 1. Fop" any (E 3 v A 3 )P A (E 3 A A 3) set H there 
is a recursive funct ion f l t  such that 
a~H =~ f t l (a )E  W,(w. (p+2) ) ,  
a ~ H =, t~(a) ~ L ,  - W,  . 
Proof. Let F l . . . . .  Fp be E~ v A 3 sets and E an E 3 ^  A 3 set such that 
a~H ~ aEF .^a~F l^ . . .Aa~Fp.  
The idea is to interweave p of the E 3 v A 3 constructions for the sets F i 
as in Proposition 7.7 with the E 3 ^  A 3 construction of Proposition 7.5. 
We shall have x(i)-intervals ~i; with x (i)-fences for the E 3 v A 3 con- • 
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structions; these will be interwoven, together with xt°)-intervals/to) for 
the A 3 part of  the E 3 n A 3 construction. As before, for 0 < i < p, /(x i) 
will consist of  representatives of  form (x.y, i). For the E 3 part of  the 
E 3 n A 3 construction there will be a si:kgle E 3-fence to the. right of  all 
intervals, "Elements" drav~ a from some fixed infin.ite recursive se~ will 
be placed immediately to the righ~ of the E3-fenc¢; as in Proposition 7.5. 
Finite sets of  "elements" !eft behind when the E 3-fence is moved to the 
right will be interspersed be ~¢een the intervals, as i!lustrated below: 
~00' ~0 l' /tO ") 1~ O' Ill) I~ p) 
[o o ol [o ot o1-..[o ot ol*  * [o o] [ol ] ... [o I o] * * * ... I ... * * * 
Begin the construction by putting down the E 3-fence, then starting 
the oti) intervals for 0 < i < p exactly as in Proposition 7.7, always stay- 
ing to the left of the E a-fences. 
Stage 3s. Perform stage 2s of  the construction of  Proposition 7.7 
placing (s + 1,0, 0) immediately to the left of  the E 3 fence, l f s  = (x, y), 
this modifies the interval Ix (°) according to the A 3 construction arm 
starts the interval tt0~ "s+l" 
Stage 3s + I. Perform stage 2s + 1 of the construction i  Proposition 
7.7, placing (s + 1,0, i) immediately to the left of  the E 3-fence. If 
s = (x, z, w), this modifies the interval l(x i) according to the E 3 v A 3 con- 
struction and starts the interval ~/+)1 .for each i, 1 < i ~< p. 
Stage 3s + 2. Perform stage s in the E 3 construction of Proposition 7.4. 
This either adds "elements" to the right of the E 3-fence, or moves the 
fence to the right. 
The result of this construction is an ordering of order type 
i=O 
where each E x is a finite sequence and I(xi) is as in Proposition 7.7. If 
a q~ H, either a ~ Fi for some i, 1 < i < p or a ~ E. In the first case, some 
l(xi), 1 < i < p, will contain an ¢o*-sequence: in the second case, either 
some interval/(o) or I will have order type co*. If, on the other hand, 
a ~ H, then for each i, 1 < i < p, a ~ Fi; hence exactly as in Propodtion 
7.7, at most one interval/~x/) is infinite, and that/tx/) has order type 
< o~ + ~.  Since also a ~ E, exactly as in Proposition 7.5, each intercal ,~i) 
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is finite and I is finite. Hence the fi:~al ordering has order type 
<~-p  + w + 6o = w. (p+2) .  
This completes the constructions needed for our reductions. 
As noted earlier, the results of Prepositions 7.3-7.8 can all be relati- 
vized: If R l ..... Rp, S l ..... S o are the ~redicates appearing m *he defin- 
ing formula of the set X, the recursive 'unct ionf  whose existence is 
proved remains the same and fx(a) is  i1~ LR,,,""so Xor W~l,...Sq as required. 
We now obtain the following lower bounds: 
Theorem 7.9. Let p ~ I. Then 
(i) a 3 < deg m W,(~) for all ot >~ co + 1 ; 
(ii) (e3 ^  a3) 'p< deg m W.(ot)foral la >i w. (p+ 1); 
(iii) (e 3 ^  a3). p v a 3 < deg m W.(a) fora l la  ;~ co.(p+ 1) + 1. 
Proof. (i) follows from Proposition ?.3. For p = 1, (ii) follows from 
Proposition 7.5. For p i> 2, by Proposition 2.13(i) every (E 3 ^  A 3 ),p 
set is also a (E 3 v A3)P-I v (E 3 ^  A 3) set; (ii) then follows from Propo- 
sition 7.8. (iii) follows in the same way from Propositions 2.13(ii) and 
7.7. [] 
Theorem 7.9 together with Theorem 6.7 then yield complete results 
fo r to+l  < a< co 2. 
Theorem 7.10. Let p .>- l. 77,e classilication scheme in Table 3 then holds. 0 
Table 3 
c~ deg m W,(¢~) 
to+ 1 ~ c~ < to.2 a3 
to. (p + 1) (e3^a3). p 
w.(p+ 1)+ 1 ~ a < w. (p+2)  (e3^a3) 'pva3 
This completes the classification for a < co 2 . The results can now be 
extended to a i> ¢02 by using Lemma 4.5, as in the proof of [4, Theorem 
4], to prove the following two lemmas. 
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l.emma 7.1 I. Let R I , .... Rp and S 1 ..... S o be predieates in the 2n +2 
variables a, x 1 ..... xn+l' Yl  ..... Yn' and let a E H n if]" 
P 
V [(VXl) (3y I ) . . .  (VXn) (~yn) (Vxn+l ) (R i (X l ,  . , . ,Xn+l,y 1..... Yn,a))  i=! 
^ (3x ! ) (Vy~) ... (3x, , )  (Vy , )  (3x,+ ~) ( ' lS i (x ~ ..... x,+ ~. Y l ..... y,,. a))] 
Then for all n >~ 1 there is a recursive funct ion fn (a) such that i f  
R = (R 1 ... . .  Rp, S 1 ..... Sp), thefo l lowinghold:  
( i )a~ H n ~ fn (a )~ Wn,(¢~n.(p+ 1)); 
(ii)a~ tI,, =~ f , (a )e  Ln*- Wn*. 
Proof. By induction on n. If !i = 1, this follows from the relativized form 
of Proposition 7.8 and Proposition 2.13(i) (the latter clearly depends 
only on quantifier forms, independently of whether the predicates are 
recursive). Now assume the lemma holds for n - 1. For 1 ~< i < p let 
i t  t f  
R i, S i be defined by 
Ri'(x ~ ..... x . ,  Yl . . . . .  Y.- I '  a) ,=, 
~=~ (3Yn) (VXn+l) (Ri(x1 .. . . .  Xn+l' Y l  . . . . .  Yn' a)) , 
Si'(XI . . . . .  Xn' Y l  . . . . .  Yn - i "  a) 
(3Y,,) (Vx,+l) (Si(xl  ..... %+1, Yl ..... y , ,  a)) . 
By the induction hypothesis there is a recursive function fn_ l sucA that, 
if R"= <R 1 ..... R; ,  S~ ..... S;), then 
(i) aEH n ~ fn_ l (a )E  wR"(mn-l .(p+ 1)), 
(ii) a ~ H,  = fn - i  (a) ~ Ln*" - wR, ''. 
Now the function tC2p of Lemma 4.5 satisfies 
(i) aELR," ~ ~2p(a) ELn*; 
(ii) a e wR," =) tC2p(a ) e WR,; 
(iii) i fa ~ Wn," then lt¢2p(a)ln* =¢0,(1 + lain,"). 
Hence 
a~H n =~ ~,_l(a)E LR" - -~ R" =) K2pfn_ l (a )E  L R -  t41R ;
while 
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a E H n ~. fn - I  (a) ~ WR."(co "-1 -(p + 1)) 
_-, t fn_ 1 (a)lR." < ~,~n-I . (p+ 1) 
IK2pfn_l(a)lR. < Co.(l +CO "-1 "(p+ I)) = COn'(p+ 1) 
~ K2p:,,_~ " (a) e WR, (~o". (p • 1 )). 
tience we may define fr,(a) = g2vfn_ l  (a). r.3 
B3" an exactly similar argument (using the relativized form of  Proposi- 
tion 7.7 for the base step) the following lemma is established. 
Lemma 7.12. Let  R l . . . . .  Rv+ 1 and S l . . . . .  Sp be predicates in the 2n +'2 
variables a, x I . . . . .  Xn+l' Y l  . . . . .  Yn'  and let a E G n i f f  
YI [(Vx 1 ) (3y l) '" (V-vn) (3y,,) (Vx,,+ l ) (R i (x  t . . . . .  x,,+ l, Y t . . . . .  Y,~' ~' ~'~ 
A (3x ) (Vy 1 )"" (~x,,) (Vy.) (3x.+ i ) (S~(x l . . . . .  x , ,+ 1' )'1 . . . . .  y , , .  a ) )  ]) 
k 
A (VX 1 ) (:ly 1 ) "'" (VXn) (3Yn) (V)Cn+ 1 ) (Rp+ 1 (x 1 .. . . .  xn+ 1' Y l . . . . . .  ~'n' a)) . 
Then for  each n >>- 1, ther ~ is a recursive f imct ion  gn such that i/ 
R = (R 1 ..... Rp+ 1 , S] . . . . .  Sp), the jb l low ing  hoM." 
( i )a~G n ~ g , , (a )~ W~(con- (p+l )+ l ) ;  
(ii) a q~ G,~ ~ g,, (a) ~ LR, - W~. [] 
Theorem 7.13. For all n >1 1, 
(i) e2, ~ <<. deg,n W.(a) for  all ~ >~ co n ; 
(ii) a2n+l ~< deg m W.(~) for  all ~ >i co tz + 1 ; 
and i f  p >i 1, 
(iii) (e2, + 1 tl a2n + 1 )" P ~< degm W.(a) ]?)r all c~ I> co n. (p + 1 ); 
(iv) (e2,z+ 1^ a2,t+ 1 )" P v a2n + l <~ degm W.(a  ) ybr all ~ >1 co". (p+ 1 ) + 1. 
Proof. (iii) follows from Lemma 7.11 (where R!  . . . . .  R v, S 1 ..... S v are 
all recursive) and (iv) follows from Lemma 7.12. (i) ( forn > 1) and tii) 
are proved in [4, Theorem 4] ; they can be obtained by induction from 
Propositions 5.12 and 7.3 respectively, applying Lemma 4.5 as in the 
proof of  Lemma 7.11. [] 
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Combining Theorem 6.7 (upper bounds) with Theorem 7.13 (lower 
bounds) completes the proof of the classification scheme for the sets 
W,(a) given in the Main Theorem, for 60 < r, < 60~. By Proposition 3.4, 
the same classification scheme holds for the sets It(a) for 60 < t~ < 60w. 
Since the classification schemes for a ~ 60 were established in Theorem 
5.15, we have completed the proof of  the Main Theorem. 
8. Appendix 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We ne:d to show that for all a > 60, W(t~) <m 
|¢,(a). We introduce the following notation: 
~e = {(X,Y) t ~e(X,y )  = 0} , 
~e,s = {(x ,y ) tx<s^ y<sA dPe(X,y)=O} , 
F e = {x [ OetX, x ) = 0} , 
Fe, s = {xlx<< s ^ ~e(X ,X)  = O} . 
It will be necessary to consider separately the cases (i) 60 < a < 60.2 
and (ii) 60.2 < ~. The proof for the first case requires the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 8.1. For each t, 1 < t < ~, there is a recursive funct ion gt(e) 
such that 
(1)eq~W =~ gt (e )EL . -W, ;  
(2) e E hi = gt(e) E I¢.; and in that case, 
(3) lel < 60+t ~ Igt(e)l , = 60; 
(4) le l~ > 60+t ~ Igt(e)l,>~ 60+t. 
Proof. The effective numeration of an ordering ~gt(e)  will be described 
in stages. In the construction, the numbers being ordered will be divided 
into two categories: "elements" x and "pairs" (x,y). For this purpose 
we assume N has been divided into disjoint recursive sets; e.g., we can 
let the element x be (x, 0) and the pair (x ,y )  be (x ,y  + 1>. The final 
ordering 
<.gt(e) = ~l]gt(e) = {(U,/3) [ U and v have been placed in the 
ordering and u = v or u is to the 
left of v at some stage s}. 
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The intuitive notion behind the construction is the following: If Se is 
not total, then for some <x,y) the computation of ¢e(X,y) will never 
terminate, thus leaving enough time to construct an w*-sequence of  
pairs. If ee is total, each such computation will terminate and hence 
abort its oa*-sequence; these aborted sequences of pairs will then be 
intermingled with placed elements. IfSe is total but does not define a 
linear ordering, that fact will become known and at that stage we con- 
struct an oa*-sequence. Otherwise, the placed elements reproduce the 
linear ordering ~e'  omitting only the '~e'last t - 1 points (if such exist). 
More precisely, proceed as follcws: 
Stage s > 0. Check whether ~e(X,y)  and ¢,eO],x) are defined for all 
x,y <~ s. While checking, begin enumerating the sequence of  pairs 
... (s,2), (s, 1), (s,0) at the extreme right, according to the lbllowing rule: 
place (s, 0) at the extreme right; then inductively, place (s, z + 1) imme- 
diately to the left of (s, z) i fz  steps of the computations do not produce 
values for all ¢e(X,y) and ~e (,v,x) where x.y ~ s. Call the pairs thins 
placed "associated" with the right-most element placed thus far (if any). 
If some ~e(X.y) or ~)e(Y,x) is undefined, the construction ever pro- 
ceeds beyond stage s. When (and if) all are found to be defined, stop 
enumerating pairs (s,z). If ¢e(S,S) 4= O, proceed to stage s +1. if ~e(S,S) = O, 
check whether ~e.s is a linear ordering. If not, enumerate the w*- 
sequence ... (s + 1,2), (s + 1, 1), (s + 1, O) at the extreme left and proceed 
no further. Otherwise, check whether there is a number z in/:+..s which 
has at least t - 1 =~ e,s-successors and which has not yet been placed. If 
not, proceed to stage s + 1. If such z's exist, place the elements z in the 
appropriate "~e order with respect o elements already placed, taking 
care not to separate an element from the pairs associated with it. (If no 
elements have yet been placed, place the first element z at the extreme 
left, and associate all pairs already placed with it.) Proceed to stage s + 1. 
It is clear that gt(e) E L ,  tbr all e, and that gt(e) ~ W, if b e :s not 
total or if e q~ L. If e ~ L - I¢, then, in particular, lel is infinite, so that 
all but the last t -  1 elements of ae are placed into <~gt(e) ill the same 
order; hence gt(e) ~_ L ,  - W,. Assume e ~ W; then all w*-sequences are 
aborted, and are of finite ~ ength I> 1. If lel < co, there is a stage after 
which there are no more elements to be placed; finitely mat~y eleme~lts 
and pai~'s have been placed so far, and the remainder of the construction 
has the effect of inserting an w-sequence at the extreme right. Hence 
Igt(e)l , = co. 
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Now suppose lel >/wo For each x ~ F e, let I x be the ordering consist- 
ing of  the element x together with its associated pairs. Let Fe, t be 
obtained from F e by omitting any number with fewer than t -  1 "~e" 
successors. Then 
tgt(e)[  , = ~ I x 
Ite, t 
where each Ix is non-empty and either finite or of  order type w. Suppose 
that lel < t~ + t. Then, since all but the -~e-last t -  1 elements will be 
placed, each element is the right-most one for only finitely many stages; 
hence each Ix is finite so that igt(e)[ , is an e-sum of finite orderings, 
proving (3). If lel ~ ~ + t then the sum is taken over an order type 
w + t, proving (4). [] 
Proof of Proposition 3.4 (continued). Case (i). Suppose o~ < a < ~-2 ;  
thena = o~+t for some t, 1 < t< w. Nowby Lemma 8.1, 
e~ W(a)=W(~+t)  ~ lel< w+t  
• =. Igt (e) t ,< ~+t  
gt(e) ~ W,(t~ + t) = W,(a)  . 
SO W(Ol) ~<m W,(cx). 
The second case requires the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.2. For each t, 1 <<. t < ~ there is a recursive funct ion ht(e) 
such that 
(1 ) / fe~ W. then ht(e) ~ L ,  - W,;  
(2) i re  E W, then hi(e) ~ W, ;and  in that case. 
(3) i f  let < to. then lht(e)l < ~.2 ,  
t4) i f  iel = t~./3+ k, 1 < ~and k < t, then Iht(e)l , = ~.(3, 
(5) i f iel = w'{3+k, 1 <<. (3and t <<. k < w,  then 
¢o'[3+ 1 <~ Iht(e) l ,  < o~" ( f l+ l ) .  
Proof. We construct an. ordering Whtte ) essentially as in Lemma 8.1. We 
indicate only the differences from that construction. The ~o*-sequences 
of pairs are here enumerated immediately to the left of the most recent- 
ly placed element and associated with that element. The first element 
to be placed is now placed at the right end and all pairs previoufl7 placed 
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are associated with it. (1) and (2) fol!ow as before. If e 6 W and lei ~, o~, 
then Iht(e)l , = Y-'Fe, t Ix as before. Now, however, each 1 x is finite since 
each element is "most recently placed" at on!y" finitely many stages. 
(4) and (5) follow easily. Finally suppose tel < ~,~, In this case there is 
a stage after which the effect of  the construction is to insert an 
sequence between two elements or at tlae extreme right. Tl~is proves 
(2). 
Proof ~f Proposition 3.4 (continued). Case (ii). Suppose w- 2 ~< a. Let 
2 ~</3 and 0 ~ t < w be such that a = to-/3 + t. Suppose further that t = 0 
or that o~ = ~'[3. In this case e ~ W(t~) ifflel < w.[3. Iflel < w'/3, then 
either le[ < ~ or lel = ~.~+t '  for some 1 ~< 7</3and 0~< t' < wso  
that lht(e)] , < ~,2<~ ~,{3orlht(e)[  , <~ ~(7+ 1)~< w'~. Thus if 
lel < ~./3, then lht(e)l , < w./3. Since lel 1> w.6  implies ih1(e)l , i> o~.~, 
then e ~ W(u) i f fht(e)  ~ W,(t~). 
Now suppose t ~ 1. In this case e a W(a) iff lel ~; w,~3 + (t ~ ! ). Now 
lel ~< w-/3 + ( t -  1) implies Iht(e)l , ~ w.[3 which implies ht (e  E 
W,( .~.[3+ 1), while lel ~> ~. /3+t  implies lht(e)l , ~> co.[3+ 1 which 
implies h t (e) ~ W,(~./3 + 1 ). Thus e E W(w./3 + t) iff h t (e) ~ W,  (w ,  [3+ 1 ) 
iff o t-~ ht (e)~ W, (w,~+ t) where o is the function describcd in Lemma 
4.2. This completes the proof that W(u) ~<m W,(a)  for all a t> ~-2 and 
also the proof of Proposition 3.4. [] 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let Q(x. y, z) be any predicate. Fol each t ~> 1 we 
desire a recursive function 6t(e) satisfying 
(i) i fe q~ W~ then 6t(e) E LQ, "- W,Q": 
(ii) i fe E W, Q, then 6t(e)~ [¢Q,I' and in that case, 
(iii) if t-'~ 0 < w, then 16t(e)[~"< w, 
(iv) i f~  Q t> w, then i~-;] Q ~ 16t(e)l~"< TV]Q + w, 
lel ¢~ if~7~  = ~.[3+k fo r~b 1 and 04  k~< t, where (v) 16t(e)l~," = ~ 
le[ is as in Definition 4.6. 
As in the proof of Lemma 8.1, we will describe the effective numera- 
tion of an ~rdering ~t(e) ,  recursively in (Vx) (3y) (Q(x, y, z)). We will 
again be ordering both "pairs" and "elements". The elements will be 
used to reproduce the ordering of the limit points of lel 0 if there are 
at ~east + 1 limit points; the pairs will be used to generate an w*- 
sequence if either e ~. LQ, or if some point in <~ is not a finite successor 
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of any limit point. If e ~ W, Q , the w*.-sequences will be aborted and 
associated with placed elements in such a way that (1) the elements 
representing limit points with ~< t -  I successor limit points will have no 
pairs associated with them and (2) other elements will have at most 
finitely many pairs associated with them. 
Si,ce we are enumerating recursively in (Vx) (3y) (Q(x, y, z)), we can 
(anti will) ask during the enumeration 2-quantifier questions uch as: 
"Is e E L Q ?," "Is e E wQ(w) ?," "Does LQ(z, e) hold?"  (Recall that 
LO(z,e) ~" z<.Oe zA (Vu) (u<Qz =~ (:Iv)(U<eQO<Qz)).) 
We begin the construction as follows: 
A'~k if e a L~. If yes, proceed to stage 0. If not, enumerate the 6o*- 
sequence ... (0, 2), (0, 1 ), (0, 0), and proceed no further. 
Stage s ;~ O. Ask if s <Q s. If not, proceed to stage s + 1. If so, ask if 
L Q (s, e). S ~ppose LQ(s, e) holds. Then count the number # of elements 
!a {x [ x < s ^ LQ(x,e)} . i f#<t ,  proceed to stage s +2. I f#  = t÷ 1, 
place these elements at the extreme right in their-<Q order; associate "~e 
all the pairs thus far placed in the ordering with the left-most element 
just placed. I f#> t+ I, then we may assume that elements for all limit 
points less than s have already been placed (since at some earlier stage, 
# = t + 1 ). Place the element s in the appropriate ~"Q order with respect ~'e 
to the elements already placed, taking care not to separate any element 
from its associated pairs. Now suppose LQ(s, e) does not hold; then pro- 
ceed to substage (s, O). 
Substage (s, 0). See whether any x < s satisfies: 
LQ(x, e) ^  x <Q s A b(e, x, s) E wQ(w) 
(where b is as in Lemma 4. i ). If there is such an x, proceed to stage s + 1. 
If not, the pair (s, 0) is placed in the ordering as follows: if no elements 
have yet been placed, place (s, 0) at the extreme right and proceed to 
substage (s, 1 ). If some elements have been placed, then we knew that 
at least t+ 1 have been placed. Let z be the most recently placed element 
which has at least t elements placed to its right. Place the pair (s, 0) im- 
mediately to the left of  z and associate i;: with z. Proceed to substage 
(s, 1). 
Substage (s, y). y > 0. If we get to this stage, then (s,y - 1) i~as already 
been placed. Ask i fy  satisfies 
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LQ(s + y, e) ^  y <Qe s ^ b(e, y, s) E W~(60) .
If so, proceed to stage s + 1. If not, place the pair (s, y)  immediately to 
the left of (s, y - 1) and associate it with the same z (if .my). Proceed 
to substage (s, y + 1 ). 
It now follows that 
((x, yYl x, y have been placed in the ordering x
and x is to the left o fy  at some stage s} 
is recursively enumerable in Q", and, by the uniformities, has index 6t(e) 
= Q~r 
compu~:ed by a recursive :'unction. It is clear that 5t (e )~ L ,  for all e. 
If e ~ 1,, Q then 16t(e)lO, " = 60*. Suppose ~ L ,  Q - ~'~. If there exists an 
x such that x ~<~? x but x is not the finite <eQ-Successor of any limit point, 
let x 0 be the least such x; then at stage x 0 the 60*-sequence ... (x o , 2), 
(x 0 , 1 ), (x 0 , 0) will be p:aced in the ordering, For the rest of the discus- 
sion, we will assume there are no such x; in this c~se, every stage s is 
eventually reached, every limit point is found, and every ¢o*-sequence 
of pair.~ is aborted. Assume there are infinitely many limit points; then 
for each an element will be placed, and each element is "the most recent- 
ly placed with at least t elements placed to its right" for only finitely 
many stages. Hence each element has at most fi~fitely many finite 
sequences of  pairs associated with it, and 
Z; I x 
l imit 
point x 
where I x is the interval containing x preceded by its associated pairs (if 
any); (i), (iv), and (ii) (when i-b-]Q, is infinite) now follow eas!ly For (v), 
assume [-e'] Q = w.{3+k where k ~< t. Then the last k elem¢~A~ will have 
no associated pairs; let G = the set of limit points with ~h~. last k omitted. 
Then 
= 60 . (3 + k, 
which p?'oves (v). 
Finally, assume [-b-~ Q is finite, and let x 1 be the largest x such that 
LQ(x I , e); then it can be easily verified that no element or pair is ever 
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placed ia the oraering at any stage s > x I . Hence only finitely many 
elements and Fmitely many aborted sequences of  pairs are placed, and 
16k(e)l~'" is Finite, which proves (iii) and completes the proof of  (ii). [] 
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